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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to present a portion of the proof of the following 
result. 
MAIN THEOREM. If G is a nonabelianfinite simple (2, 3, 13}-group, then G 
is isomorphic to SL(3, 3). 
A complete proof of the Main Theorem is contained in two papers of 
ILIason [13, 141 and the author’s Ph.D. thesis [II]. In this paper we prove. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the Main Theorem. 
Assume that all 2-local subgroups of G aye 2-constrained. Then no 2-local 
subgroup of G contains an elementary subgroup of order 27. 
It is proved in [II, 141 that the 2-local subgroups of a minimal counter- 
example are in fact 2-constrained. However, it appears that this fact will be 
an easy consequence of some recent work of Aschbacher and Thompson. 
Therefore we merely state Theorem B without presenting a proof. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the Main Theorem. 
Then all 2-local subgroups of G are %-constrained. 
Finally, we state a result of Mason [13] as Theorem C. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a nonabelian finite simple (2, 3, 13}-group. Assume 
that all 2-local subgroups of G are 2-constrained, and no 2-local subgroup of G 
contains an elementary subgroup of order 27. Then G is isomorphic to SL(3, 3). 
It is clear that Theorems A, B, and C suffice to prove the Main Theorem. 
The proof of Theorem A consists in emulating the corresponding section 
of Thompson’s N-groups paper [I 71. Under the assumption that Theorem A 
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is false, we use the Glaubermann-Goldschmidt signalizer functor theorem [4, 
51 to construct a 2-local subgroup &3 of G with the following property. 
If ,O is a nontrivial 3-subgroup of ill, then Nc(Q) :< M. Let R&M) = 
(X 1 X (3 &I, X is a 2-group, and O,(fil/C,,(X)) -1 1) and set l* = Qi(Z?a(M)). 
Following [17, Sect. 131, we prove that V e 2, x 2, . A simple argument 
then yields a contradiction. 
Our notation is standard, and follows that of [6, 171. A semisemple group 
is a direct product of nonabelian simple groups, and for any group H we let 
L(H) equal the largest normal semisimple subgroup of H. Finally, we let G 
denote a minimal counterexample to the Main Theorem which satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem A. Thus every proper nonabelian simple section of 
G is isomorphic to SL(3, 3) = L,(3). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We first record a number of consequences of known results which are 
applicable to our counterexample G. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. G has the following properties. 
(a) G has a nonsolvable local subgroup. 
(b) 2 E II4 and all 2-local subgroups are core-free. 
(c) If g E G#, then 1 G: Co(g)1 is not a power of a prime. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Thompson’s classification of N-groups 
[17]. In proving (b), Gorenstein and Harada’s classification of groups of 
sectional 2-rank at most 4 [8] implies that SCNa(2) # @ in G. In this case 
part (b) follows from [7, Theorem 11. Part (c) is due to Burnside and appears 
as [6, Lemma 4.3.21. 
LEMMA 2.2. If a and b are commuting elements of order 3 in G, then 
O,+SW n C,(b) G OdGW 
Proof. Let Kg SL(3, 3), and let Inn(K) < N < Aut(K). If x is any 
element of N of order 3, then the structure of SL(3, 3) implies that 
O,(CN(x)) = I. Thus SL(3, 3) is said to be locally l-balanced for the prime 3. 
Now one can copy the proof of the corresponding Proposition 2 of [9] to 
complete the proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. In a faithful representation of SL(3, 3) of degree 12 over 
GF(2), an element in the center of a Sylow 3-subgroup of SL(3, 3) centralizes 
a six-dimensional subspare. 
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Proof .1 Let K = SL(3, 3) and let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of K. Let x 
be the ordinary character of P associated with the given representation. 
Since the representation is over GF(2), x is rational. Let 2 = Z(P) = (z>. 
Every linear character of P has 2 in its kernel. Also, P has exactly two non- 
linear absolutely irreducible characters (4, $}, which are complex conjugates, 
vanish on P - Z, and such that 4( 1) = 3,4(x) = 3w, where w is a primitive 
cube root of unity. Since x is faithful, a = (x, 4) = (x, 4) > 0. Since x( 1) = 
12, a = 1 or 2. If a = 2, then x = 24 + 24. Hence x(z) = -2, while x 
vanishes on P - Z. This implies that Z is weakly closed in P with respect to 
K, which is not the case. Therefore, a = I, and so x = + + 6 f xy=, Xi , 
where the hi are linear characters. Therefore, the eigenvalues of Z in this 
representation are 1, I, 1, I, I, 1, W, W, W, W, W, W. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H = AK where K 4 H, K = Kl x .” x K, , 
Ki s SL(3, 3), 1 < i < n, and A is an elementary abelian 3-subgroup of H 
of maximal rank. Then A leaves each component Ki of K invariant, 1 :< i -5 n. 
Proof. Suppose false, and let H be a counterexample of smallest order. 
For definiteness, suppose a E A# permutes the components {Kzipt , 
Kziel , K&, 1 < i < m, and leaves the remaining components of K invariant. 
Set Li = C,(a) n K3i-2K3i-1K3i, so that L, E SL(3, 3) 1 < i < m. Set 
L =L, x “. x L,. Then HI = LA has the same properties as H, and since 
HI < H, induction implies that A leaves each Li invariant, 1 < i < m. 
Since the elements of A induce permutations of the K, , it follows that A 
leaves the product Kzi-zK3i-1K3i invariant, 1 < i < m. 
If K,K,K, < K, we set H, = I(,K,K,A and apply induction to conlude 
that A leaves Kl invariant, contrary to the fact that a E A# permutes Kl . 
Therefore K = KlK2K3. Set A, = N,(K,), so that 1 A: A, 1 = 3. Let Bi 
be an elementary 3-subgroup of Ki n C(A,) of maximal rank, 1 < i < 3, 
and set B = B, x B, x B, . Finally, set E = A,B. Since A, n B is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of CK(a) g SL(3, 3), it follows that / A, n B 1 < / B, /. There- 
fore 1 E / > 1 A, / 1 B, I2 > j il /. This contradiction completes the proof. 
For any finite group X and any prime p, we denote by m,(X) the rank of 
the largest elementary abelian p-subgroup of X. Call m,,(X) the p-rank 
of x. 
Let P be a p-group. We set J*(P) = (E < P 1 E is elementary abelian 
and m(E) = m,(P)>. Thus J*(P) is a characteristic subgroup of P. 
Our next result is a weak analog of a factorization theorem for nonsolvable 
2-constrained subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let H be a subgroup of G with C,(O,(H)) < O,(H), and let 
1 The proof has been supplied by R. Lyons. 
481/41/‘2-5 
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T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. If C,(Z(T)) is solvable, then H = 
SW) NHu*cw 
Proof. Suppose false, in which case H is certainly not solvable. Set 
R = T n S(H) and N = N,,(R). By the Frattini argument it suffices to 
prove that j*(T) C R. 
Set Z = Q,(Z(R)). S ince H is 2-constrained, QR,(Z(T)) C Z. Therefore 
C,(Z) is solvable. Set m = N/C,(Z), and &’ = m/O(w). Clearly O(R) = 1. 
If Q = O,(m), th en the inverse image Q of & in w lies in S(m) = S(N). 
Therefore the inverse image Q of Q in N lies in S(N) = S(H) n N. Thus if 
T n Q = Q2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Q, then Q2 C T n S(H) = R, and 
hence Q, c C,(Z). Therefore Qz = I, and hence Q = 1. Thus O,(m) = 1. 
Set t = L(m). Then C’,(E) = 1, and J? is semisimple with components 
isomorphic to SL(3, 3). 
Let r = m,(T) and choose A C T such that A is elementary of order 
2’ and A g R. Such a subgroup A is available since we are assuming by way of 
contradiction that J*(T) $ R. Then A f 1 and 2 acts faithfully on E. We 
may then choose a subgroup B of A and semisimple subgroup I? of CL(B) 
such that 1 A: B / , < 8, and A does not centralize R. Let L be the inverse 
image of e in m, and let R be the inverse image of I? inc. Let B be the inverse 
image of B in A and set KI = CR(B), so that RI covers k. By the structure of 
SL(3, 3) there exist elements 5 and 3 in Z? such that (A, A’, AT) = I??,, 
is nonsolvable. Set 8, = (C,-I&). Th en we may choose elements x and ji in 
K, , such that (A, p, dj) = K,, is nonsolvable. Since &, acts faithfully 
on Z, the A x B Lemma implies that 02(&) acts faithfully on C,(&,) = Z, . 
Set Z,, = Z n A = C,(A) and set A,, = A n R. Since A is elementary of 
maximal rank in T, it follows that ( A,Z / < A, and so / Z: Z, / < / A: A,, /. 
Similarly, if B, denotes the inverse image of & in A, then / Z,B, 1 < / A /, so 
/ Z, : Z, ~ < 1 A: B, 1 < 8. Therefore / Z, : Z,, n Z,,” n ZsY j < 2g, and 
02(&) acts faithfully on 2,/Z, n Z,” n Zag, contrary to the fact that 13 
does not divide the order of GL(9, 2). This contradiction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H be a proper subgroup of G and let S be a Sylow 3-sub- 
groupofH.SetH,=(N,(R)IReS,nS(R)>,k).IfH,fHthenm,(H)~k. 
Proof. Suppose false, and let H be a counterexample of smallest order. 
Let K be the largest normal subgroup of H contained in H,, and set R= H/K. 
Let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of S of order at least 3”fl. Since 
H = KN,(K n S) it follows that m,(K n S) < k. Therefore 1 I? j > 9. 
Let L/K = L be a minimal normal subgroup of H. 
Suppose first that L IS abelian. By our choice of K, L is not a 3-group, so L 
is an elementary q-group for some prime q # 3. Thus 
L = (Cal I E: x / = 3). 
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Let X be a hyperplane of E, and let X denote a hyperplane of E mapping 
onto X. If h E Hand h E C,(X), then [X, h] < K < H, . Since X < E < H,, 
it follows that X” < H, . Therefore Xh < H, n h-lH,h. But X has 3-rank 
at least K, whereas the definition of H, implies that m3(Hl n g-lH,g) < k - 1 
for all g in H - H, . This implies that h E H, , and by the above generation 
of I;, we get L < K, a contradiction. We conclude, therefore, that z is non- 
abelian. Thus E = L, x ... x L, where Li g SL(3, 3) 1 < i <G n. Also, 
S(R) == 1. 
Set E1 = Ns(Er) and let E, be a complement to E, in E. By induction 
f7 = EL and E, acts regularly on the components of i. 
By the structure of SL(3, 3) there exist El-invariant subgroup J1 and 
l?r of s n J?, such that N,(A,) and Ns(Bi) are Sylow 3-subgroups of IVES 
and Nzl(&), respectively, and E, = (N,-l(E,), N:,(Ai)>. Set A = nxEE, A,x 
and B = JJxsE, B,x. Then E normalizes both A and B, Ns(A) and Ns(B) 
are Sylow 3-subgroups of N&A) and Np(B), respectively, and H = \NE(A), 
N&E)). By induction, the inverse images in H of Nn(A) and Np(E) lie 
in H, . Therefore H < HJT , contrary to assumption. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
For any finite group X with Sylow p-subgroup P, and any positive integer 
k, we set r,.,(X) = (N,(E)1 R < S, mp(R) > k). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let S be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G and k a positive integer. 
Assume F,,,(G) < M < G. If H is any proper subgroup of G such that 
m,(H) > k + 1 and m.JH n M) > k, then H < M. 
Proof. Replacing H by a conjugate by an element of M, if necessary, we 
may assume R = H n S is a Sylow 3-subgroup of H n M. Since m,(R) 2 k, 
then N,(R) < M. Therefore R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of H. Now Lemma 2.6 
implies that H = P,,,(H) < I’s,,(G) ,< M. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let P be a p-group, p an odd prime, and assume that 
SCN,(P) = 0. Then m,(P) < 4. 
Proof. Clearly we may assume SC&J,(P) + D, so let FE SCiX,(P) and 
set E = Q,(F). Let A be an elementary subgroup of P of maximal rank. 
Then 1 C,(E) = A n E. If A centralizes E then A = E. If A does not 
centralizes E, then 1 C,(E) 1 < p2. S ince A/C,(E) is isomorphic to an 
abelian p-subgroup of GL(3, p), it f o 11 ows that 1 A: C,(E)1 < p2. Therefore 
1 A / < p4, is asserted. 
The following result is of fundamental importance in constructing a 
nontrivial signalizer functor. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let A < H < G, where A is an elementary 3-subgroup of 
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H which contains every element of order 3 in C,(A). Then O,,(H) contains every 
3’-subgroup of H normalized by A, and every maximal q-subgroup of H nor- 
malized by A, q E (2, 13}, is a Sylow q-subgroup of O,,(H). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on / H I. By a result of Bender [2], we 
may assume H is not 3-constrained, and by induction O,,(H) = 1. Let W 
be the joint of all the 3’-subgroups of H normalized by A. The A x B Lemma 
implies that W centralizes O,(H). Set L = L(H) = L, x ... x L,. , with 
Li = SL(3, 3), 1 < i < r. Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of H with A < P. 
Now let R be an A-invariant q-subgroup of H, q a prime, q # 3. Let 
{l,..., r} ==I,U.‘.UI,, where (Li 1 i E Ij) is an orbit of A under its action 
on the components of L, 1 < j << n. Set Ai = N,(L,), and let Bi be a com- 
plement to Ai in A. Set Q = P n L and Q2. = P n Li . Then Ai centralizes 
a nine group Ei in Qi . Write Ei = (xi , yi), and for i in Ij , and gi in Li , set 
gIj = LB, gi”. Set SIj = ix, , y,,) and S = cl&‘, / 1 <J’ < n). Then A 
centralizes the elementary abelian 3igroup S, so S < A. 
By the structure of SL(3, 3), S centralizes every 3’-subgroup of L which it 
normalizes. Therefore [Ii, S] = [R, S, S] = 1. Since R centralizes S, then 
R stabilizes {Li / i E I,>, for 1 < J’ < IZ. Since 1 lj / is a power of 3 and R is a 
q-group, q f 3, it follows that R normalizes some L, , i E Ii, for all 
j, 1 < i :< n. Since R Q AR and A is transitive on {L, / i E Ij}, it follows that 
R normalizes every Li , 1 < i :< r. Th e only nontrivial automorphisms of 
L, z SL(3, 3) which centralize the 9-subgroup Ei have order 3. Therefore R 
centralizes each Li , and so R centralizes L. Since R was arbitrary, we get that 
W centralizes L. Since W is faithful on L by [IO, Theorem I], it follows that 
W = 1. The proof is complete. 
3. A STRONGLY ~-EMBEDDED SUBGROUP 
This section lays the foundation for a more detailed study of the 2-local 
subgroups of G in the next section. Under the assumption that Theorem A is 
false, we use the signalizer functor method to construct a 2-local subgroup 
M of G with the following property. If 1 f Q is a 3-subgroup of M, then 
No(Q) < M. Such a group M is said to be strongly 3-embedded in G. We 
prove that M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and that M/O,,,(M) i” 
SL(3, 3) or Aut(SL(3, 3)). This limitation on the structure of M is very useful 
in the 2-local analysis of the next section. 
Let A be an elementary abelian 3-subgroup of G of maximal rank subject 
to lying in a 2-local subgroup of G. All results are proved under the 
assumption m(A) > 3. To construct an effective signalizer functor, we need 
the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. A contains every element of order 3 in C,(A). 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is by contradiction, and follows after a 
sequence of lemmas. Set a = m(A), so that 1 A 1 = 3” and a 3 3 by 
assumption. Let {A, 1 1 ,( i < s} be the set of hyperplanes of A, and let T 
be a 2-subgroup of G which A acts faithfully. Such a group T is available since 
A lies in some 2-constrained 2-local subgroup of G. Finally, set C = C,(A) 
and let Y be an elementary subroup of G containing A of order 3a+1. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. A does not contain every element of order 3 in C. 
Lemmas 3.1 through 3.6 are all proved under Hypothesis 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. The following conditions hold. 
(a) C,(A) is cyclic or generalized quaternion. 
(b) If A, is a hyperplane of A for which A does not centralize C,(A,), 
then C,(A,) is isomorphic to one of the following groups: Q8 * Z,, , Z,, x Z,, , 
n >, 1, or a 2-group of type U,(4). 
Proof. The maximal choice of A and Hypothesis 3.1 imply that O,(C(X)) 
has odd order for every subgroup X of A. In particular, 1 O,(C)1 is odd. 
Set C = C/O,(C), and L = L(c). If L # 1, then the structure of SL(3, 3) 
implies that the centralizer in C of an involution off; contains an elementary 
subgroup of order 3 a+l, against the choice of A. Therefore C is 3-constrained. 
Set R == C,(A) and assume by way of contradiction that R contains a 
4-group E. Let D be a maximal {2, 3}- subgroup of O,,,,(C)AR containing 
AR. Since C is 3-constrained with ( O,(C)1 odd, it follows that O,(D) = 1. 
Hence, by [17, Lemma 5.341, O,(D) contains a 9-group F on which E acts 
faithfully and fixed point freely. Letting E1 be a suitable hyperplane of E and 
setting FI = C,(E,), we get that FI has order 3. Since E centralizes A, clearly 
F n A = 1. Thus C(E,) contains FI x A of order 3a+1, against the choice of 
A. We conclude, therefore, that R is cyclic or generalized quaternion. 
Now assume that A, is a hyperplane of A and A does not centralize TI = 
&(A,). Set C, = C(A,), Ci = C,/O,(C,), and& = L(cI). 
Suppose first that L, # 1. Since 1 A: A, / = 3, the maximal choice of 
d implies that z, s SL(3, 3) and zi = ~,(O,(~i)). Since Ti centralizes 
x1 , [lo, Theorem I] implies that T, acts faithfully on z, . Since TI admits 
A/A, as an automorphisms of order 3, the structure of Aut(SL(3, 3)) implies 
that TI is isomorphic to Z, x Z, , Qs , or Qs * Z, . Thus TI has the required 
structure in this case. 
We may assume therefore that C, is 3-constrained. We argue that TI has 
2-rank at most 2. Suppose false, and let E be an elementary subgroup of TI 
of order 8. Letting D be a maximal (2, 3}-subgroup of O,,,,(C,) AT, , it 
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follows as in the second paragraph of this proof that O,(D) = 1. By [17, 
Lemma 5.341, O,(D) contains an elementary subgroup F of order 27 on which 
E acts faithfully and fixed point freely. Letting E, be a suitable subgroup of 
E of order 2, and setting Fl = C,(E,), we get that C(E,) contains Fl x A, of 
order 3a+1, against the choice of A. Therefore TX has 2-rank at most 2. Now 
this lemma follows from [ 12, Lemma 2.11. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.2. T is of symplectic type. 
Proof. Set T,, = C,(A), and for hyperplanes Ai of A, set Ti = C,(A,). 
Since 1 A: C,(T)1 > 27, we may choose hyperplanes A, and A, of A so that 
(T,,Tz)$Tiforanyi,l <i<n.SetE=A,nA,,andletFbeacom- 
plement to E in A. Set R = C,(E) and H = C(E). 
The maximal choice of A and Hypothesis 3.1 imply that O,,(H) has odd 
order. Let D be a maximal (2, 3)-subgroup of O,,,,(H) AR containing AR. 
Suppose R 4 D. We will derive a contradiction in this case. For R centralizes 
O,,,,(H), so H is not 3-constrained. Set i7 = H/O,,(H) and E = L(B). 
Since E < O,(a) and 1 A: E / = 9, the maximal choice of A implies that z 
is isomorphic to SL(3, 3). By [lo, Th eorem I], R acts faithfully on z. But F 
acts faithfully on R z i?, and no 2-subgroup of Aut(SL(3, 3)) admits a 
faithful action of 2, x 2,. Therefore R is not a normal subgroup of D. 
By [2], C,(A) contains an element of order 3 not lying in A, and 
the maximal choice of A implies that O,(D) = 1. We may now repeat the 
argument of Lemma 3.1 using [17, Lemma 5.341 to conclude that R has 
2-rank at most 3. 
We argue next that T,, # 1. Suppose false. Then T, = C,(F) = 1. 
Since m(R) < 3, this implies that Z(R) g Z,, x Z,, , n > 1. Set Fl = 
C,(Z(R)), so that 1 Fl 1 = 3. Choose S to be a minimal F-invariant subgroup 
of R not centralized by Fl . Then S is special [S,F,] = S, Fl centralizes 
Q(S), and S/@(S) is an irreducibleF-group. If G(S) = 1, then S is a 4-group 
and S n Z(R) = 1, contrary to the fact that R has 2-rank at most 3. Therefore 
Q(S) # 1. Since S is special of 2-rank at most 3 with C,(F) = 1, it follows 
that Q(S) is a 4-group. Set F,, = C,(S/@(S)). Then F,, has order 3 and F, 
centralizes S. Clearly F = F, x Fl . Since Fl centralizes Q(S) it follows that F 
centralizes Q(S), contrary to the assumption that C,(F) = 1. 
We conclude that T, # 1. By Lemma 3.1 it follows that for each i, either 
Ti = T, or Ti z Q8 * Z,, , m > 1. Hence in either case, any A-invariant 
abelian subgroup of Ti lies in T, . Since T, has 2-rank 1, it follows that every 
characteristic subgroup of T is cyclic. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose m(A) > 4, and B is a subgroup of A of index 27. 
Let T be a 2-subgroup of G on which A acts faithfully. Then C,(B) is of symplectic 
type of width at most 3. 
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2 shows that any A-invariant abelian 
subgroup of T lies in C,(A). Th ere f ore C,(B) is certainly of sympletic type. 
To prove C,(B) has width at most 3, it suffices to prove C,(B) has 2-rank at 
most 4. Set H = C(B) and R = C,(B). If R < Cr(B,) for some subgroup 
B, of A of index 9, then the proof of Lemma 3.2 yields m(R) < 3. Letting 
F be a complement to B in A, we may assume therefore that F acts faithfully 
on R. 
By Hypothesis 3.1 and our choice of A, it follows that O,,(H) has odd order. 
Let D be a maximal {2,3}-subgroup of O,,,,(H) AR containing AR. 
Suppose first that R 4 D. We will derive a contradiction. For in this case 
R centralizes O,,,,(H), so H is not 3-constrained. Set ff = H/O,,(H) and 
E = L(A). Since B < O,(H) and / A: B 1 = 27, the maximal choice of A 
implies that e is isomorphic to SL(3, 3) or SL(3, 3) x SL(3, 3). Since a 
centralizes O,(H), then R acts faithfully on z. If z is isomorphic to SL(3, 3) 
then it is clear that no 2-subgroup of Aut(L) admits a faithful action of 
F g 2, x Zs x Z, . So L is isomorphic to SL(3,3) x SL(3, 3). We argue 
that CF(L) = 1. For let z be an involution in one of the direct factors of L. 
Then CE(Z) has 3-rank 3. Since z also centralizes B x CF(L) the assumption 
that CF(z) # 1 implies that C,(z) contains an elementary subgroup of order 
3a+1, against the choice of A. Therefore P acts faithfully on z. Set H = 
R/C&E). Then i? g i? and P g F. Moreover, since C&) = 1, then P is 
faithfully represented on 8. Thus a is a 2-subgroup of A for which p = 
Zs x Z, x Z, < NR(& and E^; acts faithfully on 8. From the structure of 
Aut(SW, 3) 1 -G , it is easy to see there are no such subgroups. This con- 
tradiction arose from the assumption that R u D, so we conclude that R + D. 
Ry [2], C,(A) contains an element of order 3 not lying in A, and 
the maximal choice of A yields O,(D) = 1. now the argument of Lemma 3.1 
using [17, Lemma 5.341 yields m(R) < 4. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let N be a 2-local subgroup of G which contains A, and set 
iv = N/O,(N). Then C&O(q < O(N). 
Proof. Suppose false. Set E = L(N), so that L = E, x ... x I?,. , with 
xi E SL(3, 3), 1 < i < r. Since A is of maximal rank in N, Lemma 2.4 
implies that A leaves each component of E invariant. Therefore A centralizes 
a 9-group A1 in E, , so A1 = A n E, . Let A, be a complement to A, in A. 
Set R = O,(N) and V = R/@(R). S ince N is core-free and 2-constrained by 
Proposition 2.1, then N is faithfully represented on V. 
Suppose first that m(A) > 4. Let B be a hyperplane of A,, . Then 
1 A: B / = 27. Set R, = C,(B) and V,, = C,(B), so that V, z R,/R,, n a(R). 
By Lemma 3.2, R, is of symplectic type of width at most 3, and so clearly 
1 V, / < 213. Since L, < CR(B) acts on V, , it follows that J?, centralizes V, 
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since 13 does not divide / GL(B, 2)/ for I? < 12. Since B was arbitrary and V 
is generated by the centralizers of hyperplane of A, , it follows that t, cen- 
tralizes V. Therefore E, = 1, contrary to assumption. 
We may assume therefore that A has 3-rank 3. Therefore N has 3-rank 3 
and z E SL(3, 3). Also, 1 A, 1 = 3 in this case. 
Since / A: A, 1 = 9, the proof of Lemma 3.2 yields m,(CR(A,)) < 3, and 
so / C,(A,)I < 25 as R is of symplectic type. Again it follows that L centralizes 
C,(A,,), so C,(A,) = C,(A). Let E be a 9-subgroup of A which contains A,, , 
and let El , E, , Es , A, be the four distinct cyclic subgroups of E of order 3. 
By the proof of Lemma 3.2 / C,(E& < 25, 1 < i < 3. Set Vi = C,(E,). 
By the Brauer-Wielandt formula [18], it follows that / V / 1 C,(E)13 = 
1 V, 11 V, // C,(A,)j. Since C,(A,) = C,(A), it follows that 1 C,(A,)/ < 4. 
Also, (?,(A,,) = C,(E). Setting W = [V, A,], it follows that I W I < 212. 
But by Lemma 2.3, in a faithful 12-dimensional representation of SL(3.3) 
over GF(2), an element in the center of a Sylow 3-subgroup centralizes a 
6-dimensional subspace. Since 1 C,(a)1 < 25 for each a in A,#, E cannot act 
faithfully on V. Therefore 1 centralizes V, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.5. If / A: B 1 < 9 and A/B acts faithfully on C,(B), then 
C,(B) is 3-constrained. 
Proof. Set H = C,(B), R = C,(B), R = H/O,,(H), p = O,(H), and 
e = L(R). Assume first that I A: B/ = 9, and suppose by way of contra- 
diction that H is not 3-constrained. Since B < 8, the maximal choice of A 
implies thatz z SL(3, 3) and ma(Q) < a - 1. 
By Lemma 3.2, R is of symplectic type, and since R admits A/B faithfully, 
it follows that m,(R) 3 3. Let E be an elementary subgroup of R of order 8. 
Suppose first that C,( &) = 1. We will derive a contradiction in this case. 
For applying [17, Lemma 5.341 to the group EQ we conclude that there exists 
an elementary subgroup F of g of order 27 on which E acts faithfully and 
fixed point freely. Since E centralizes B, clearly B r\ F = 1, and so B x f: 
is an elementary subgroup of Q of rank a + 1, against ma(&) < a - 1. 
Therefore CR(Q) # 1. Now Z(R) is cyclic, CR(E) 4 i?, and 
C&3) n C&T) = 1 
by [lo, Theorem 11. This implies that CR(L) = 1. But A/B acts faithfully on 
R, and no 2-subgroups of Aut(SL(3, 3)) admits 2, x 2, as a group of auto- 
morphisms. This contradiction arose from the assumption that H was not 3- 
constrained, so we conclude that H is 3-constrained. 
Now let A, be a hyperplane of A for which [A, &(A,)] # 1. Then we may 
choose a hyperplane A, of A such that (C,(A,), C,(A,)) is not centralized 
by any hyperplane of A. This is so since C,(T) = 1, and m(A) >, 3. Setting 
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B = &4 n A,, it follows that A/B is faithful on C,(B), and so H = C,(B) 
is 3-constrained by the above. Since (?,(A,) = C,(A,) is a 3-local subgroup 
of H, then C,(A,) is 3-constrained by [7, Theorem 41. The proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to use an idea of Mason. 
Among all choices of A which satisfy Hypothesis 3.1 and maximal A- 
invariant 2-groups T, we will assume that T is chosen to have maximal 
width, say w. 
LEMMA 3.6. Zj B is a hyperplane of A then m,(C,(B)) = 1. 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that C,(B) contains a 4-group V 
for some hyperplane B of A. Then A does not centralize C,(B) by Lemma 3.1, 
and so C,(B) is 3-constrained by Lemma 3.5. Set 2 = J&(2(T)). Since V acts 
faithfully on some Sylow 3-subgroup P of O,,,,(C,(B)), there is a subgroup R 
of P with RV g D, x D, , and we can choose v E V - Z such that R, = 
C,(v) = [R, , 21. Set K = C,(v). 
Since 2-local subgroups of G are core-free, then O(K) = 1, and H = O,(K) 
is of symplectic type since K contains an elementary subgroup of order 3~ 
which does not contain every element of order 3 in its centralizer. Choice of T 
implies that H has width at most w. Now C,(V) contains an extra-special 
subgroup E of width w - 1 with Z = Z(E). If Z < H, then R, = 
[R, , Z] < H, which is absurd. So Z 4 H, and hence E acts faithfully on H 
and E n H = 1. Since K/O,(K) is 2’-constrained by Lemma 3.4, we may 
apply [17, Lemma 5.131 to conclude w = 2. This is impossible, since no 
2-group of symplectic type of width 2 admits a faithful Z, x Za x Za . 
The proof is complete. 
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 3. I. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A contains every element of order 3 in C,(A). 
Proof. Suppose false, in which case the results of Lemmas 3.1 through 
3.6 apply. 
We may assume that A and T are chosen as in Lemma 3.6. Let B be a 
subgroup of A of index 9 such that A/B is faithful on R = C,(B). 
Suppose that m(R) > 3. We will derive a contradiction as in Lemma 3.1. 
Let V be an elementary of R of order 8. Since A/B is faithful on R, Lemma 
3.5 implies that C,(B) is 3-constrained. Set Z = SZ,(Z(T)). Since V acts 
faithfully on some Sylow 3-subgroup P of O,,,,(C,(B)), there is a subgroup 
F of P with FV z D, x D, x D, , and we can choose v E V - Z such that 
F,, = C’,(v) is not centralized by Z. Set K = C,(v). 
Since 2-local subgroups of G are core-free, then O(K) = 1, and moreover 
H = O,(K) is of symplectic type since K contains an elementary subgroup 
of order 3” which does not contain every element of order 3 in its centralizer. 
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Choice of T implies that H has width at most w. Now C,(V) contains an extra- 
special subgroup E of width w - 1 with Z = Z(E). If Z < H, then 1 # 
[F,, , Z] < H, which is absurd. So Z 4 H, and hence E acts faithfully on H 
and E n H = 1. Since K/H is 2’-constrained by Lemma 3.4, we may apply 
[17, Lemma 5.131 to conclude that w = 2, which is absurd. Therefore 
m(R) < 2, and so R is one of the groups listed in Lemma 3.1. But none of 
these groups admits an automorphism group of type Z, x Z, . The proof 
is complete. 
Now let A be an elementary 3-subgroup of G of maximal rank subject to 
lying in a 2-local subgroup of G. We set W, = (O&C(a))1 a E A#), and 
elementary abelian 3-subgroup B of G, we set W, = (O,,(C(b))j b E B#). 
LEMMA 3.7. W, is a nontrivial 3’-subroup of G of even order. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, 0,~ defines a solvable A-signalizer functor on G. 
As m(A) > 3, the Glaubermann-Goldschmidt signalizer functor theorem 
[4, 51, implies that W, is a 3’-group. Let T be a 2-subgroup of G normalized 
by A. Since A contains every element of order 3 in its centralizer, then Lemma 
2.9 implies that C,(a) < O,(C(a)) for each a in A#. Thus W, is nontrivial of 
even order. The proof is complete. 
Set M = Nc( W,) and let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of M which contains A. 
We first record a Transitivity theorem. 
TANSITIVITY THEOREM. Let B be an elementary abelian 3-subgroup of 
G which contains every element of order 3 in C(B). Suppose TI and T, are 
2-subgroups of G maximal (with respect to inclusion) subject to being normalized 
by B, and one of the following holds. 
(a) T,nT,#l;or 
(b) For some cyclic subgroup B, of B of order 3, CTz(B,) # 1, i = I, 2. 
Then TI and T, are conjugate by an element of C(B). 
Proof. The proof consists in verifying that the proof of [3, Theorem 17.11 
carries through under assumption (a) or (b) by virtue of Lemma 2.9. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let B be an elementary subgroup of P of order at least 9. If B 
is connected to A, then W, = W, . 
Proof. Suppose E and F are elementary subgroups of P with E < F and 
1 E 1 > 9. Clearly W, < W, . On the other hand, for each x in F#, 
O,(C(x)) = (O&C(x)) n C(e)/ e E Es) < W, , the inclusion holding by 
Lemma 2.2. Thus W, = W, . 
If B is connected to A, there exists a chain of elementary abelian subgroups 
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Ai of P, 0 < i < m, such that A,, = A, A, = B, j Ai 1 > 9 for all i, and for 
each i, either A, C Ai+l or Aj 3 Ai+l . The argument of the previous para- 
graph applied to each pair of groups in the chain yields W, = W, . 
LEMMA 3.9. If Q < P and m(Q) > 3, then N,(Q) < M. 
Proof. Let B be an elementary subgroup of P of order 27, and let U be a 
normal elementary subgroup of P of order 9. Then B 3_ C,(U) C UC,(U) >_ 
U C UCA( U) 1 C,(U) C A exhibits the connectedness of B and -4, so 
W, = W, by the previous lemma. 
Now let Q < P with m(Q) 3 3, and let B be an elementary subgroup of Q 
of order 27. Let g E N(Q). Then B” < Q, so W,, = W, by the previous 
paragraph. Since W,, = (W,)g = (W,# we get g E M. Thus N,(Q) < M. 
LEMMA 3.10. If P is connected, then M is a strongly 3-embedded subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. Assume P is connected. If B is an elementary subgroup of P of 
order 9, then W, = W, by Lemma 3.8. This implies that if Q < P and 
m(Q) 3 2, then N(Q) < M by the standard argument of the last paragraph 
in the proof of Lemma 3.9. 
Let R be any nontrivial subgroup of P. We will prove that N(R) < M. 
By the previous paragraph we may assume that R is cyclic, and so we may 
assume R has order 3. Since P is connected, then m(C,(R)) >, 3. Therefore 
NILI has 3-rank at least 3 and so N(R) < M by Lemma 2.7. 
Remark, If SCN,(P) + 4 or Z(P) is noncyclic, then P is connected. 
LEMMA 3.11. If P < X < G, then X < M. 
Proof. Suppose P < X < G. If m(P) > 4, then Lemmas 2.7 and 3.9 
imply that X ,( M. So we may assume that P has rank 3. By Lemma 3.8, 
we may assume that P is not connected. Since O,(X) is an A-invariant 
3’-group, then O,(X) .< W, < M. Therefore O,,,,(X) < M. Set PO = 
P n O,,,,(X), and x = X/O,(X). 
Suppose that X is not 3-constrained. Since m,(X) = 3, the only possibility 
is L(X) g SL(3, 3). But then O,(X) -# 1, and so Z(P) is noncyclic, whence 
P is connected. Therefore we may assume that X is 3-constrained. Since 
X = O,(X) . N,(P,,), we may assume that m(P,,) < 2. Since Cc(PJ = Z(P,,) 
and P is not metacyclic, we get m(P,,) = 2. Since Aut(P,) is a (2, 3}-group, it 
follows that X is solvable. 
By [17, Lemma 10.41, PO = Gn,(PO) * Z(P,), where L+(P,J is the nonabelian 
group of order 27 and exponent 3, and Z(P,,) is cyclic. Also, by the 
same lemma, P = P,(x) where x is of order 3 and lies in an abelian normal 
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subgroup of P. Set Pl = Qn,(P,). Since C’(PJ is a normal 3-subgroup of X, - - 
it follows that Cx(P,) = Z(P,), and x does not centralize Pl . Set Z,, = 
Z(P,,) = (x), and set R, = Z,,(x). Then R, is metacyclic. Also, Q,(P) = 
PI(x), as the structure of R, is sufficiently determined by [6, Theorem 5.4.41. 
Let F be a normal elementary subgroup of P containing x of order 27, and 
setE=FnP,.ThenEdPandbyLemma3.8 W,= W,.LetbcE# 
and set C = C,(b). We claim that C is solvable. 
Suppose first that b E Z(P). Since Z(P) is cyclic, C is certainly 3-constrained. 
Set C = C/O,(C), and C,, = O,(C). If C is nonsolvable then certainly 
certainly m(C,J > 3. Since Z(P) is cyclic, the structure of P above 
implies that 1 P: Z(P)i < 34. Also, Z(P) < C,, by 3-constraint. Therefore, 
as m( C,,) > 3,.we get 1 P: C,, / < 9. But then C/C, has abelian Sylow 
3-subgroups, hence is solvable, a contradiction. Therefore C is solvable in 
this case. 
Suppose b $Z(P). By the previous paragraph we may assume that b is 
not conjugate to an element of Z(P). Therefore P n C is a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of C. Since b E Pl n F and x E F, the structure of P implies that P n C = 
(b) x R, . Since R,, is metacyclic, it follows that C is solvable in this case 
as well. 
Since E 4 P and Z(P) is cyclic, [17, Lemma 6.11 implies that E < 
O,,,,(C(b)) for each b E E#. Let g E N,(P,), and set W = (W,)Q = W,, . Then 
W = [W, E] C,(E). By Lemma 3.9, C,(E) < M. Also 
[G(b), El G [Gv@)> %,,(C(bN S O,,,,(W). 
Since [C,(b), E] < W, we get that [G(b), El S W n O,,,,(C(b)) S 
O,,(C(b)) < W, = W, < M. Therefore W < M. 
Since Z(P) is cyclic and P has rank 3, it follows that M is 3-constrained. 
By [2], we get W < O,(M) < W, . Therefore (W,)g = W, and g E M. 
Since N(P,) < M, we get X < M. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.12. If Y is a nontrivial 3’-group normalized by A, then 
No(Y) S M. 
Proof. Since O,(Y) # 1 for some prime q # 3, we may assume that Y is 
a q-group. By Lemma 2.9, Y < W, < M and O,(N(Y)) ,( W, < M. 
Let Y1 be an A-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of O&N(Y)). By the Frattini 
argument, N(Y) = O&N(Y)). (N(Y) n N( Y1)). If Y < Y1 , then proceeding 
by induction on / W, In + / Y In we have N(Y,) < M. So we may assume 
that Y = Yi , in which case Y is a maximal q-group normalized by A. By 
the Transitivity Theorem, Yc = W, , where W, is a P-invariant Sylow 
q-subgroup of W, , and c E C(A) < M. The previous lemma now implies that 
N(Y) ,( M. 
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LEMR~A 3.13. M is a maximal subgroup of G, O,(M) # 1, and M is core- 
free and 2-constrained. 
Proof. Let T,, be a maximal 2-group normalized by A, let T be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of N(T,,), and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing T. 
Clearly T, = O,(N(T,)). Since N(T,J is 2-constrained, Z(S) < T,, . Let 
U E “It(S). Then [T,, , U] < Z(S) < T, , so UC T. Bv Lemma 3.12, 
N(T,J -< M, so U < M. 
Let :12* be a maximal subgroup of G containing M, and set Q = O,,(M*). 
By Lemma 2.9, To is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Q. By [7, Lemma 21, U centralizes 
every odd-order subgroup of G which it normalizes. Since U normalizes Q 
and 1 + U n T, < Q, it follows that O,(Q) # 1. Therefore O,(M*) f 1, 
and M* is core-free and 2-constrained. Now Q is A-invariant, so 
Q .< W,., c< il/I. Since N(T,) < M and M* = Q . N,,,*(TJ, it follows that 
Al* = AZ. 
L~~nl.4 3.14. Let B be a normal elementary subgroup of P of order 9. 
Then C(b) .< A!I for all b in B+. 
Proof. Since B is connected to A, and ,4 is of maximal rank in P, Lemma 
3.8 allows us to assume without loss that B < A. Set W = W, . Then 
O,,(C(b)) < C,(b) for each b E B+. By Lemma 2.9, C’,(b) < O,(C(b)) for 
each b E Be. 
Let b E B*. If b E Z(P) then C(b) < M by Lemma 3.11. So we may assume 
that B e Z(P). In this case all the cyclic subgroups of B - Z(P) are con- 
jugate in P. Since M is 2-constrained, each element of B - Z(P) has fixed 
points on a maximal A-invariant 2-group T, . By Lemma 3.12, 
N(T, n C(b)) < M for each b E B - Z(P). 
Since C(b) = C,(b) (N(T,, n C(b))) by the Frattini argument, we get 
C(b) < ~12 in this case as well. The proof is complete. 
For the definition of J<.(P) in the following lemma see [6, p. 2941. 
LEMMA 3.15. If X < G and C contains an element of cg.(P), i > 1, 
then X :< 112. 
Proof. Suppose false. By Lemma 3.10, we may assume that Z(P) is cyclic 
and SCN,(P) = 0. By Lemma 2.8, m(P) < 4. 
Choose i minimal such that there is an R E di(P) and X < G for which 
R < X < M. Among all such R, choose one of maximal order, and choose X 
of minimal order subject to the choice of R. By Lemma 2.7, m,(X) < 3. 
Since SL(3, 3) is generated by solvable subgroups which contain a fixed 
Sylow 3-subgroup, and since m,(X) ,< 3, it follows that X is generated by 
solvable subgroups which contain a fixed Sylow 3-subgroup of X. By mini- 
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mality, X is solvable. Therefore X = RQ for some q-group Q, q E (2, 131. 
Lemma 3.14 and the minimality of i imply that O,(X) < M. Set R, = 
R n O,,,,(X). Since X = O,(X) N,(R,), it follows that Nx(R,) + M. 
Minimality of X yields R, < X. By Lemma 3.9, m(R,) < 2. Also, 
CR@,) = Wd. 
Set 2, = Q,(Z(R,)), R, = D(R), and R, = @(R,). If 2, is cyclic, then 
2, = ~r(Z(P)) and so N(R,) < M by Lemma 3.11. This is false by assump- 
tion, so Z,, is not cyclic. Since m(R,) < 2, it follows that Z, = 52,(R,). Suppose 
R, is not cyclic. Then Z, < R, < Q(P), and so Z, is connected to E E e(P). 
This implies that WA = W,,, by Lemma 3.8, and so N(R,) < N(Z,J < M, 
contrary to the choice of X. Therefore R, is cyclic. Let X = X/O,(X). 
Since C~(Z,) is a normal 3-subgroup of X, it follows that C’,(Z,) == R, . 
Therefore 1 R: R, 1 = 3, and RI C R, . 
Suppose R, is not cyclic. Then &(R,) = Lln,(R,), and the maximal choice 
of R yields N(SZ,(RO)) f M. Therefore N(R,) 6 M in this case. 
We may assume therefore that R, is cyclic. If R, # 1, then R, is a non- 
trivial characteristic subgroup of R, , and so N(R) < N(R,) < N(R,) < M, 
the last inclusion holding by the maximal choice of R and Lemma 3.11. Thus 
N(R,) < M if R, + 1. We may assume that R, = I, in which case R, is 
elementary of order 9. 
The maximal choice of R implies that R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N(R,). 
Thus R, contains every element of order 3 m C(R,). Let T, be a P-invariant 
Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,(M). Since M is a 2-local, T,, # 1. By Lemma 
2.9, T, is a maximal 2-subgroup of M normalized by R, _ By Lemma 3.11, 
N(T,) < M, so Ts is a maximal 2-subgroup of G normalized by R, . Clearly 
R, acts faithfully on Z’s . Since R permutes the cyclic subgroups of R, distinct 
from Z(P) transitively under conjugation, it follows that at least 3 of the 4 
cyclic subgroups of R, have fixed points on T,, . 
Let TI be any 2-subgroup of G maximal (with respect to inclusion) subject 
to being normalized by R, . Th en at least 2 cyclic subgroups of R, have 
fixed points on Tr , since R, acts faithfully on Tl . Thus there is a subgroup 
R* of R, of order 3 such that C’,“(R*) # 1 and Crl(R*) f 1. We may apply 
part (b) of the Transitivity Theorem to conclude that Tl is conjugate to T, 
by an element of C(R,). This implies that N(R,) < C(R,) N(T,). Since 
C(R,) < C(Z(P)) < M and N(T,) < M we get N(R,) < 111. The proof is 
complete. 
LEMMA 3.16. The folloukg conditions hold. 
(a) If H is a nonsolvable proper subgroup of G, then Hg < M for some 
g E G. 
(b) M contains a Sylow Z-subgroup of G. 
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Proof. Let H be a nonsolvable proper subgroup of G. Since G is not an 
N-group by [17], such a subgroup H is available. Since H involves SL(3, 3), 
Sylow 3-subgroups of H are not metacyclic. This implies that H contains an 
element of W(3). Now Lemma 3.15 implies that some conjugate of H lies 
in M. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G containing T. Since M is a 2-constrained 2-local, then Z(S) < Z(T). If 
C&,(2(T)) is nonsolvable, then C,(Z(S)) is nonsolvable, so by Lemma 3.15, 
C(Z(S)) < M. If C,(Z(T)) is solvable, then by Lemma 2.5 and part (a) 
above, we conclude that N&*(T)) is nonsolvable. By Lemma 3.15, we get 
N&*(T)) :< M. Th us in either case, S = T. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.17. M is a strongly 3-embedded subgroup of G. 
Proof. Since we will be analyzing the 3-structure of M, we will pass to 
the quotient group M/O,,(M). To avoid excessively cumbersome notation 
we set M,, = M/O,(M), and reserve the use of “bars” for sections of M, . 
By Lemma 3.16, M is not solvable. 
Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of M, and assume by way of contradiction 
that M is not strongly 3-embedded in G. Lemma 3.10 implies that Z(P) 
is cyclic and SCN,(P) = 4. Since SCN,(P) = 4, Lemma 2.8 implies that 
P has 3-rank at most 4. 
Suppose M0 is not 3-constrained. Since Z(P) is cyclic, it follows that 
O,(M,,) = 1. Set L = L(MO). If L z L,(3) x L,(3) then SCN,(P) f 4. 
IfL g L,(3), then m,(P) = 2. Since m,(P) < 4, these are the only possibilities 
for L. We conclude therefore that M0 is 3-constrained. 
Set Q = O,(MJ. Let C be a critical subgroup of Q and set D = Q,(C). 
Then C and D have class at most 2 and D has exponent 3. Furthermore, 
C,(C) = Z(C) and C,JD) = Co(D). 
Since :19 is nonsolvable, M0 is nonsolvable, and so &Z,,/CMO(D) is 
nonsolvable. Let E be an abelian normal subgroup of P of largest order 
subject to E C D. Then E E SCN(D), and E is elementary. Since 
SCN,(P) = 4, / E / ,( 27, and so / D I < 36. 
We argue that D is elementary of order 27. If D is abelian this follows at 
once from the fact that D admits an automorphism of order 13. So we may 
assume D has class 2 and derive a contradiction. Set Z = Z(D). 
Suppose 1 Z I = 3. Since D/Z is elementary it follows that 1 Q(D)1 = 3 
and so D is extra special. Since / D / < 36, it follows that j D / < 35. But no 
extra-special 3-group of order at most 35 admits an automorphism of order 
13. Therefore j Z / > 9. Since E = C,(E) and D is assumed to be nonabelian, 
it follows that Z C E, and so 1 Z j = 9. Therefore D/E is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut(E) which centralizes a hyperplane Z of E. By the structure of 
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GL(3, 3) it follows that D/E E 2, or 2, x 2, . But if 1 D/E j = 3, then 
Z z Z, x Zs E D/Z and D admits no automorphism of order 13. Therefore 
D/E e Za x Zs and 1 D j = 35. 
Let Z, be a subgroup of Z of order 3 which does not contain D’, and set 
B = D/Z, . Then 1 fs 1 = 34 and D is nonabelian. Let y denote the auto- 
morphism of D of order 13 induced by MO. Then y centralizes Z, hence acts 
nontrivially on D. Set Z, = Z (D mod Z,). Then ID: Z,l 3 9. If ID: Z,I = 9, 
then IZ, : Z,j = 9, and soy stabilizes the chain D 1 Z, r) Z, 3 1, a contradic- 
tion. Therefore j D : Za I 3 27 and so I Z(B)1 = 3. But 1 + D’ C Z(D) 
since D has class 2. This implies that D IS extra special, contrary to the fact 
that / ij ~ = 34. 
We conclude therefore that D is abelian, and so D E Z, x Z, x Z, . 
Since M,/CMO(D) is nonsolvable, it follows that M,,/C,,,,(D) is isomorphic to 
SL(3, 3) or GL(3, 3). Therefore Q . C,(D)/C,(D) = 1 and Q C C,,,,(D). 
Since CMO(D) CQ, we conclude that D C sZ,(Z(Q)). Since SCX,(P) = #, 
D = Q,@-(Q)). S ince C,(C) = Z(C), it follows that D = L$(Z(C)) = Q,(C). 
Therefore an element of order 13 in MO/C,(C) acts transitively on the cyclic 
subgroups of C of order 3. By a result of Shult [16], C is abelian. Since 
C,,,,(C) = C, clearly C E SCN(P). By [6, Lemma 5.4.141, D = fJl(C,(D)). 
Since D < Z(Q) by the above, it follows that D = sZ,(Z(Q)) = G’,(Q). 
Applying Shult’s result once again, we conclude that Q is abelian. Therefore 
“cz3$ x G x zv , n > 1. Also, MO/Q is isomorphic to SL(3, 3) or 
By a result of Sah [I 51 and induction on n, it follows that there exists a 
subgroup K, of MO such that MO = K, . Q and K, n Q = 1. It now follows 
easily that m&CM(x)) 3 3 for every element x of order 3 in P. By Lemma 
3.15, it follows that M is strongly 3-embedded in G. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.18. M/O,,(M) is isomorphic to SL(3, 3) OY Aut(SL(3, 3)). 
Proof. Let Q be a Sylow 13-subgroup of M, and let R be a Sylow 13-sub- 
group of G containing Q. Set Z = Q n Z(R), and assume that Z f 1. Since 
G is a (2, 3, 13}-group, and M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup and Sylow 3-sub- 
group of G, it follows that G = MR. Thus Z < (JaER M” = nqEc M”, 
contrary to the fact that G is a simple group. We conclude therefore that 
Q n Z(R) = 1. This implies that NM(QI) has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups 
for every nonidentity subgroup Qi of Q, by Lemmas 2.7 and 3.17. Note that 
Q f 1, since M is nonsolvable by Lemma 3.16. 
Suppose first that Q is noncyclic. We will derive a contradiction. Let F be a 
Q-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of O,,,(M). If F is not cyclic, then C,(Qi) is 
noncyclic for some subgroup Qi of Q of order 13, contrary to the result of the 
previous paragraph. Therefore F is cyclic, and Q centralizes F. Let Q2 = 
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Q n O13~~ls(W. ThenQz is normalized by a Sylow 3-subgroup P of M. If 
Qa # 1, then Qa = Co&B) i 1 f or some g-group B in P, contrary to the 
previous paragraph. Therefore Qa = 1. Set M = M/O,,(M), and 
L = L(M). Since O,,(M) = 1, then M acts faithfully on E. Since Q is non- 
cyclic, L has at least two components. But in this case it is clear that the nor- 
malizer of a 13-subgroup of one of the components of L has noncyclic Sylow 
3-subgroups in M, contrary to the previous paragraph. 
We conclude, therefore, that Q is cyclic. Since M is nonsolvable, it follows 
that Q E Z,, , and the result follows. 
By Lemma 3.16 and the above, we conclude that all 13-local subgroups of 
G are solvable, and all 3-local subgroups of G are 3-constrained. 
LEMMA 3.19. Set R = M/O,(M). Then C&O(M)) < O(M). 
Proof. Let R be a Sylow 13-subgroup of $1. Set L = L(M). Then i? < 
L z SL(3, 3). Since m,(M) 3 3, clearly CM(E) contains an element of order 3. 
Also, NE(g) contains an element of order 3. Therefore, N,(R) has noncyclic 
Sylow 3-subgroups, and we get N,(R) C M. This contradiction completes 
the proof. 
LEMMA 3.20. m,(S(M)) >, 3. 
Proof. Set M = M/O,(M) andP = F(M). Let Q be a Sylow 13-subgroup 
of M. By Lemma 3.19, Q acts faithfully on F, and by Lemma 3.18, F is a 
3-group. Clearly then SCN,(F) + a. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem A. All of the arguments 
in this section are a consequence of the methods developed by Thompson in 
the N-groups paper [17]. Indeed, the statements of the results in this section 
are virtually identical to those in [17, Sect. 131. Th e restriction on the structure 
of the nonsolvable proper subgroups of G imposed by the existence of the 
subgroup M of Section 3 compensates considerably for the nonsolvability of 
2-locals. 
Our notation in this section follows that of [17]. However, we define 
J@‘*(G) slightly differently: 
J&‘*(G) = (X 1 X < G and X is contained in a unique maximal 2-local 
subgroup of G}. 
We let M denote the strongly 3-embedded subgroup constructed in Section 3. 
We set 9 = Y(M) = {i / i is an involution of M, and C,(i) E&*(G)). 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let H < G. If Sylow 3-subgroups of H are noncyclic, then 
HE A?‘*(G). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.7 and 3.17. 
Let R,(M) = (X 1 X Q iPI, X is a 2-group, and O,(M/C,(X)) = 1). 
Then R,(M) is an abelian 2-group. Set V = Q,(R,(M)). Thus I’ is a normal 
elementary 2-subgroup of M, and O,(M/C,( I’)) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.2, Set M = M/C(V). Then one of the following holds. 
(4 GfPPN G OWi). 
(b) R E SL(3, 3) or Aut(SL(3, 3)) and V# C 9. 
Proof. Suppose (a) fails, and setL = L(M). Let R be a Sylow 13-subgroup 
of M. By Lemma 3.18, R g Z,, and R < L. Thus C(V) < O,,,(M). If 
O(m) # 1, then O(M) = O,(M), and it follows that NM(R) has noncyclic 
Sylow 3-subgroups. This implies that M = G, which is absurd. Therefore 
O(M) = 1, and so S(M) = 1. Thus S(M) = O,,(M) < C(V) and so 
C(V) = O,,,(M) = S(M) by Lemma 3.18. This result now follows from 
Lemma 3.20, as m,(S(M)) > 3. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, and let V* be the weak closure of V 
in T with respect to G. That is, V* = V(ccl,( V); T)). 
LEMMA 4.3. V* < C(V). 
Proof. Set M = M/C( I’) and e = L(M). If L = 1, then the proof of 
[17, Lemma 13.71 yields this lemma. If E # 1, then L E SL(3, 3) and 
V+ C 9, by Lemma 4.2. Also, V admits an automorphism of order 13, so 
I v 1 > 212 
Let I/” 1 IV < T, and assume by way of contradiction that W 4 C(V). 
Since &!i has 2-rank at most 3 by Lemma 4.2(b), then W n C(V) # 1. So 
if w E W n C(V), then V < C(w) < MB, and so [V, w] < V n W. Since 
[V, W] # 1 by assumption, we may choose v E (V n W)#. Then 
v E 9(M) n #(Mg), and so M = M 9 and Vg = W = V, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.4. If L(M/C( V)) # 1 and 1 Vg: V’s n M 1 < 2*, then VQ < M. 
Proof. Let W = Vg, so j W: W n M 1 < 2s. As 13 j j M/C( V)l, then 
j v I 3 212 and so W n C(V) # I since M/C(V) has 2-rank at most 3. 
Choose w E W n C( V)#. Then V < C(W) ,( MB by Lemma 4.2(b), and so 
W < C(V) < M by Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.5. One of the following holds. 
(a) I V I < 4. 
(b) IfgEGandlVg:VgnMI <2,thenVQ<M. 
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Proof. If L(M/C( I’)) # 1, th en this lemma follows from the previous 
lemma. If L(M/C(V)) = 1, then following the proof of [17, Lemma 13.131 
we may conclude that either (b) holds, or else 1 V 1 = 16 and M/C(V) con- 
tains a subgroup of index at most two isomorphic to .?& x Z; . But if R is 
a Sylow 13-subgroup of M, then R < C(V) and M = C(V) N,(R). This 
implies that N,(R) has noncyclic Sylow 3-subgroups, and so N,(R) ,( M. 
Since G is a (2, 3, 13)-group, and since M contains a Sylow 2- and Sylow 
3-subgroup of G, we conclude that M = G, which is absurd. The proof is 
complete. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. Set W, = (X < T/j I/g: X 1 < 2 for 
some g E G) and let W, = Z( W,). 
LEMMA 4.6. One of the following holds. 
(a) I V I < 4; 
(b) N,s,( V”) E A*(G); 
(4 NdWo) E d*(G). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then I I/ I 3 8, and both N,(V*) and iVIM 
have cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. 
Let X be the largest normal subgroup of M for which 
TX = (TXnN(V*))-(TXnN(W,)). 
Set M = M/X. If M has no proper solvable normal subgroups, then 
S(M) < X. Since m,(S(M)) 2 3, the above factorization yields a contra- 
diction. Therefore, we may take Y to be a solvable minimal normal subgroup 
of M. Letting Y denote the inverse image of Y in M, it follows that the 
above factorization fails for TY. Since iVM(V*) and NM( W,,) have cyclic 
Sylow 3-subgroups, it follows that X has metacyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. 
Therefore X is solvable, and so TY is solvable. The argument of [17, Lemma 
13.161 applied to the group TY yields a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.7. One of the following holds. 
(a) I v I d 4; 
(b) There is a v E Vs with C,(v) $ M. 
(c) Ifg~GandVYnM#l,thenVQ<M. 
Proof. Suppose (a) and (b) fail. Ch OoseginGsothat W= VgnM# 1. 
Choose w E W#. Since (b) is false, C,(w) < MQ. Therefore V n Mg # 1. 
Let z, E V+ n MQ. Then C(v) n VQ < VQ n M = W. Thus 2m,( W) > m,(V) 
and W is not cyclic. Set W,, = C,(V). If W, # 1, we get V < C( W,) < MQ, 
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and so [Z’, Vy] = 1 by Lemma 4.3. Therefore Z’g < C(V) < M in this case. 
So we may assume C,(V) = 1. 
Suppose M/C(V) is nonsolvable. Then / Z’ / 3 212 and so 1 W / > 26. But 
this is absurd, since M/C(Z) has 2-rank at most 3 by Lemma 3.18 and 
W n C( Z’) = 1. We conclude, therefore, that M/C(Y) is solvable. Now the 
argument of [ 17, Lemma 13.171 completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.8. One of the following holds. 
(a) I VI < 4; 
(b) TEA”(G). 
Proof. Suppose (a) and (b) fail. Let H be a subgroup of G which contains 
T and is minimal subject to H $ M. If H has noncyclic Sylow 3-sub- 
groups, then Ho ,< M for some g E G, by Lemma 2.7. Therefore Tg ,< M, 
and there exists 12 E M such that T”” = T. Therefore gh E NJT) < M by 
Lemma 4.6. Since h E M, we get g E M, so H < M, contrary to the choice 
of H. Thus H is solvable with cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. We may now copy 
the argument of the corresponding Lemma 13.18 of [17] to complete the 
proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 4.9. ~ V 1 = 4. 
Proof. Suppose j I/ / f 4. Then / Z’ 1 3 8 by Proposition 2.1(c). We 
will show that V E A*(G). Choose a 2-subgroup R of M which contains V and 
is of largest order subject to R g&*(G). By Lemma 4.8, R is not a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. Choose H < G of smallest order subject to 
(i) R < H; 
(ii) H 6 M; 
(iii) O,(H) # 1. 
By the maximality of R, R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of II. 
Suppose H < Mu for some g E G. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of MB 
which contains R. By the maximality of R, N,(R) < M. Therefore N,(R) .< 
M n MY. Since 1 N,(R)/ exceeds I R /, the choice of R implies that 
IV,(R) E A*(G). Therefore M = &i’s and H < M. This is false by assump- 
tion, so we conclude that H is contained in no conjugate of M. Since M is a 
strongly 3-embedded subgroup of G, this implies that H is solvable with 
cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups by Lemma 2.7. Now the argument of [17, Lemma 
13.191 yields a contradiction. We conclude that V E A’(G). 
We may now copy the remaining portion of the proof of [17, Lemma 
13.191 and conclude that M is strongly embedded in Bender’s theorem [l] 
yields a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem A by contradicting 
Lemma 4.9. 
Namely, Lemma 4.9 gives / V j = 4. Set C = C(V). Then 1%2/C is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of Z;. If 1 M/C / < 2, then V centralizes a Sylow 
3-subgroup of G, contrary to Proposition 2.1(c). Therefore 3 / 1 M/C j. 
Set M = M/O,,,(C). By Lemma 3.18, M/O,,(M) z SL(3, 3) or -- 
Aut(SL(3, 3)). Also, M/C z M/C, so 3 1 1 M/C, and Cr SL(3, 3) or -- 
Aut(SL(3,3)) by Lemma 3.18. Set fl= c x C&c). Then 1 M: NJ < 2, 
so 3 ! 1 C-@(c)/. Let R be a Sylow 13-subgroup of M. Then R < C, and the 
structure of 5X(3, 3) implies that 3 [ 1 NC(~)/. Therefore NR(a) has non- 
cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups, and so N,(R) has noncyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. 
Lemma 2.7 now yields N,(R) ,< M, and so R is a Sylow 13-subgroup of G. 
Since M already contains a Sylow 2-subgroup and Sylow 3-subgroup of G, 
and since G is a (2, 3, 13}-group, we conclude that M = G, which is absurd. 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem A. 
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